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Change Log
Date

Change Description

August 18, 2015

Initial release.
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Introduction
This document provides the following information for FortiPlanner version 2.2.0:
What’s new in FortiPlanner 2.2.0
Upgrade and Installation Information
Resolved Issues
Known Issues

What’s new in FortiPlanner 2.2.0
The following is a list of new features and enhancements in FortiPlanner version 2.2.0:
l

FortiCamera features
l
Placement planning with camera coverage display
l

Camera deployment report with recommended FortiRecorder and FortiSwitch devices

l

Support for models FCM-20A, FCM-MB13, FCM-OB20, FCM-AP214B, FCM-CB20, FCM-SD20

l

Report includes WiFi Real Time Heatmap

l

Support for additional FortiAP models S323C, 313C, 321C, 311C

l

Check for Updates button
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Upgrade and Installation Information
Upgrading from an earlier version of FortiPlanner
Install FortiPlanner 2.2.0. Optionally, you can uninstall earlier versions of FortiPlanner using Windows Settings or
Control Panel.

Firmware image checksums
The MD5 checksums for all Fortinet software and firmware releases are available at the Customer Service &
Support portal, https://support.fortinet.com. After logging in select Download > Firmware Image Checksums,
enter the image file name including the extension, and select Get Checksum Code.

Software requirements
FortiPlanner version 2.2.0 is compatible with Microsoft Windows XP/7/8/10 operating systems. FortiPlanner
installs these software components automatically if they are not already present on your system:
l

Microsoft .NET Framework 4.5.1

l

SQL Server Compact 3.5 SP2

l

Visual C++ Redistributable for Visual Studio 2013 x86

l

Visual C++ 2010 SP1 x86

Installation
Extract the FortiPlanner zip file to a folder and execute setup.exe.
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Resolved Issues
The following issues have been fixed in FortiPlanner version 2.2.0. For inquires about a particular bug, please
contact Customer Service & Support.

Bug ID

Description

272009

SSID Dropdown not always reflecting the survey data

275811

Report:Cound not load file

275828

CoverageDisplayWork_doWork Object is current use elsewhere

275993

Insertion index was out of range when open FortiPlanner

278101

System.OutOfMemory Exception was thrown while place access point

Known Issues
The following issues have been identified in FortiPlanner version 2.2.0. For inquires about a particular bug or to
report a bug, please contact Customer Service & Support.

Bug ID

Description
No known issues.
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